DOCK SHELTERS

POWERFLEX®

LONG LIFE SPAN

PREMIUM HIGH-QUALITY SHELTER
MATERIAL, FLEXIBLE AND FUNCTIONAL
AT EVERY TEMPERATURE

- High-quality polyurethane top and bottom layers, with a stable woven nylon middle layer (multi-layer design)
- Extremely high wear resistance
- Very high tear resistance
- Perfect seal with the truck
- Temperature resistant from -50°C up to +90°C
- High resistance to moisture and mould
- Long life span
POWERFLEX® long-life shelter curtain material – wear resistant and always flexible

A shelter solution that works perfectly even at very low temperatures. Durable quality that can withstand the extremely high stress of frequent truck docking. Learn more about the unequalled wear resistance, flexibility and long life of POWERFLEX®.

What types of shelters are suitable for the POWERFLEX® curtain option?

Stertil curtain shelters are equipped with PVC curtain material as standard. The following types can be equipped with POWERFLEX® curtain material as an option:

- WL curtain shelter with collapsible aluminium frame
- WF curtain shelter for recessed platform
- WSP curtain shelter with fixed sandwich panels
- WIS-300 shelter with inflatable top cushion and side curtains
- TP-Ti cushion shelter

Toughness pays off

Blazing sun and driving rain, buffeting winds and bitter frost: day and night, year in and year out, your shelters are put to the test by the elements. And that’s not all – every truck that docks in the shelter assaults the life of the shelter curtain material. Sharp edges and hinges often present at the rear of the truck can abrade the curtain material due to the constant up and down motion of the truck against the curtain during loading and unloading. When you think about what a shelter has to endure every day, the toughness of POWERFLEX® makes it the natural choice because it yields the best return on investment in the long term.

More information

Please do not hesitate to contact us for more information about POWERFLEX® or other high-quality Stertil dock products. We are always happy to help you.